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Mother Bunch Brewing 

"Bunch of Brews"

Mother Bunch Brewing is a hip and lively brew pub located in Downtown

Phoenix. This popular watering hole is well loved by locals due to its wide

rotating selection of craft beers available on tap. Drop in early to grab a

table or a seat by the bar, as it tends to get packed quickly. Enjoy items

like sandwiches, burgers, salads and their specialty dishes like the Bacon

Popcorn, Mini Beer Mac Trio, Tropical Spicy Shrimp and the Vegetable

Pate; each item will accompany your beer perfectly.

 +1 602 368 3580  motherbunchbrew.com/  825 North 7th Street, Phoenix AZ
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Arizona Brewery Tours 

"Hop on Breweries Tour"

This is a hop on tour though some of Arizona's quality craft breweries. On

the tour, you'll visit three great breweries among 13 top rated options,

with beer samples and a delicious meal - all included in the price. The tour

has four and a half hours of duration, in which you will discover the local

brew scene. The beer guide is very knowledgeable about the breweries,

landmarks and local history and the shuttle buses are clean. It is perfect

for birthday and bachelor/bachelorette parties, as you can schedule a

private tour. Arizona Brewery Tours are truly a wonderful and fun

experience.

 +1 480 382 4677  azbrew.com/  fun@azbrew.com  2990 East Washington

Street #145, Phoenix AZ

 by Lindsey G   

The Phoenix Ale Brewery 

"Newly Crafted Beer"

The Phoenix Ale Brewery offers interestingly crafted beer like Watermelon

Wheat that gives a fruity kick and the Camelback IPA that is particularly

strong. It also hosts various beer-tasting events that lets you experience

the various flavors and textures of beer. While here, do not miss out on

the brewery tour where one can learn how each process is carefully

undertaken to develop the fine quality beers. And if lucky, be the one to

taste some of the new inventions that they keep on contriving.

 +1 602 275 5049  www.phoenixbrew.com/  3002 East Washington Street, Phoenix

AZ
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